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Learning Center  Educational Consulting  Publishing
Hong Kongʼs leading educational service provider for students following IB, US or UK curricula

T. K. NG

FOUNDER
EDUCATOR (CHEMISTRY & MATHEMATICS)

NTK

DR. LING

DR. LINUS CHAN

IB EXAMINER
18 YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
120+ IB CHINESE A STUDENTS
SCORED 7

Ph.D. in Psychology
University of Montana
CDNIS IB Diploma

VICE-PRINCIPAL
(CHINESE)

ENGLISH &
PSYCHOLOGY

Ph.D. in Chinese Culture
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

DEREK YIM

MATHEMATICS
10 YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
100+ IB MATHEMATICS STUDENTS
SCORED 7
B.Sc. in Statistics
The University of Hong Kong
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ANTHONY MOK
BIOLOGY
IB EXAMINER
12 YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
130+ IB BIOLOGY STUDENTS
SCORED 7
M.Sc. in Integrative Neuroscience
Imperial College London

DAVID OLLEREARNSHAW
EDUCATOR (MATHEMATICS)
25
25 YEARS
YEARS OF
OF TEACHING
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE

ELTON CHAU

EDUCATOR (MATHEMATICS & PHYSICS)

20 YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE

GARY CHAN

EDUCATOR (BIOLOGY)

18
18 YEARS
YEARS OF
OF TEACHING
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE

JIMMY CHAN

NICOLE CHONG

6 YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
100+ IB ECONOMICS & BUSINESS
STUDENTS SCORED 7

10+ YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
SPECIALISED IN IBMYP AND IGCSE
MATHEMATICS

B.Sc. Economics and Finance
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

B.Sc. in Systems Engineering and
Engineering Management
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

ECONOMICS &
BUSINESS

WILLIAM TSE
CHEMISTRY

IB EXAMINER
12 YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
130+ IB CHEMISTRY STUDENTS
SCORED 7
B.Sc. Chemistry
M.Sc. Analytical Chemistry
The University of Hong Kong

JUNIOR ACADEMY
MATHEMATICS

VICTOR CHEUK
PHYSICS
IB EXAMINER
10 YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
100+ IB PHYSICS STUDENTS
SCORED 7
B.Sc. (Hon.) Engineering Physics
Hong Kong Polytechnic University

And Teams
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Our Courses
We offer a wide range of courses, including regular, intensive, drilling, test preparation, and
school-based courses. Private lessons are also available. Please contact us for more details.
US Test Prep

IBMYP / IBDP

UK Exam Prep

G11–12 / Y12–13

SAT®
ACT®
AP®
High school courses

IBDP

GCE AL
IAL

G9–10 / Y10–11

SAT®
ACT®
AP®
High school courses

IBMYP

IGCSE

G7–8 / Y8–9

SSAT

IBMYP

G5–6 / Y6–7

SSAT

2000
Surpassed
the thirty
full-time
teacher
mark
1998
Expanded to
a second floor
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English
Chinese
Mathematics
Science
English
Chinese
Mathematics
Science
Entrance Test Prep
English
Chinese
Mathematics
Entrance Test Prep

G3–4 / Y4–5

1996
Established

Junior Academy

English
Chinese
Mathematics

2006
Published its
1st study guide

2012
2010
• Became an official IB course
• Published its 10th
provider for top international
study guide
schools in Hong Kong
• Became an official IGCSE
course provider for a top • Surpassed the seventy
full-time teacher mark
local school

2008
Expanded to
a third floor

2011
Celebrated 15
years of academic
excellence

2013
• Became an official SAT® course
provider for top international
schools in Hong Kong
• Launched its mobile app

2014
• Published its 22nd study guide
• Expanded to 7/F at Lee Garden
Five

SCHOOL-BASED TAILORED PROGRAMME
Many of our students come from the following schools:
Australian International
School Hong Kong

Harrow International School
Hong Kong

Singapore International
School (Hong Kong)

Canadian International
School of Hong Kong

Hong Kong International
School

South Island School

Chinese International School

ISF Academy

St. Paul’s Co-educational College

Diocesan Boys’ School

Island School

West Island School

French International School

King George V School

Yew Chung International
School of Hong Kong

German Swiss International
School

Sha Tin College

Victoria Shanghai Academy

Benefits of school-based courses:
Follow your school's syllabi
Provide drilling exercises that fit your school's assessment schedule
Help you build skills specific to your school's standards
For more information, please contact our Education Services Officers.

NTK REFERRAL PROGRAMME

Registered student

New student

$800 voucher for both students

Still deciding on whether to take personalised
private lessons to secure your grade, or to
attend structured courses to strengthen your
foundation? Contact our Education Services
Officers for a tailor-made study plan.

Terms and conditions apply.

2015
Opened its
Kowloon
campus

2016
Celebrated
its 20th
anniversary

2018
13 NTK students scored
45/45 on IB
73% of NTK’s students
scored over 43 points

2017
• 30,000+ students have studied at NTK
• 90+ full-time teachers from elite
universities worldwide

2022
6/F opened at
Lee Garden Five

2019
16 of 40 IB full
scorers in Hong Kong
were NTK students

2021
Celebrated
its 25th
anniversary

2023
Enter its
28th year
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IB Programme
NTK students have consistently achieved distinguished results in the IB programme,
racking up 85 full scorers and 2600+ 7s in individual subjects. We recognise that
the IBDP aims to develop students holistically, and so in turn we are committed
to providing a growth-based and student-centred approach to education. From
juggling different subjects, to fulfilling 150 hours of CAS (Creativity, Action,
Service), to writing a 4000-word Extended Essay, our specialised, full-time subject
teachers have guided students on their journey to develop intellectually, socially
and emotionally, in preparation for their university studies and future careers.

Student Achievements – IB Full Scorers
Cumulative Number of IB Full Scorers

90
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Students from NTK
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2014 – 16

2017 – 19

2020 – 22

REGULAR COURSE
Courses are designed by IB examiners &
specialists.

Our regular courses are designed for IBDP
1st and 2nd year students and are available
year-round. Courses are designed to:
Ensure thorough understanding of key
concepts required to excel in IB
Provide students with continuous feedback

Subjects Offered
Group 1 & 2:
English A: Language & Literature
/ Literature
Chinese A: Language & Literature
/ Literature

Scan here for IB
course schedules

Chinese B
Group 3:
Economics

Geography

Follow syllabus and curriculum changes
closely

Business Management

History

Psychology

Philosophy

Encourage interaction and engagement

Environmental Systems and Societies

INTENSIVE COURSE
Course period: Oct, Dec 2022
Feb, Mar – Apr 2023

Our IB intensive courses are designed
by official examiners and IB specialists.
Courses adopt an exam-oriented approach
that tests students’ subject knowledge and
identifies areas for improvement.

SUPER INTENSIVE ELITE
COURSE
Course period: Feb – Mar 2023

Our Super Intensive Elite Course is designed
for high achievers who have a predicted
grade of 6 or 7. To maximise students’ exam
performance, our courses will review official
IB examiners’ reports, analyse exam question
types, cover specific techniques for boosting
marks in each criterion, and teach successful
exam strategies.

Group 4:
Biology

Chemistry

Computer Science

Physics

Group 5:
Mathematics: Analysis and Approaches /
Applications and Interpretation

DRILLING COURSE
Course period: Oct – Nov 2022 (2nd year)
Mar – Apr 2023 (2nd year)
May – Jun 2023 (1st year)

Drilling courses are offered before the exam
period. Students will take exclusive practice
papers that resemble the actual exams and
closely match questions in past papers.
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UK Exam Prep
Our UK test preparation courses are designed by test prep specialists. In addition
to graduating from elite universities such as Cambridge, Imperial College, LSE
and Warwick, our teachers have extensive teaching experience and have helped
countless students achieve outstanding results. NTK is also proud to be an Edexcel
Academic Partner Centre. Edexcel is the UK’s largest awarding organisation offering
academic and vocational qualifications on an international scale.
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REGULAR COURSE

IGCSE Subjects Offered

Our regular courses cater to Edexcel and
CIE exam boards.

Additional Mathematics /
Further Pure Mathematics

Courses are designed by experienced
curriculum developers.

Biology
Business Studies

Key concept review and practice for
specific types of questions

Chemistry

Thorough review and discussion of all
topics in the syllabus

Computer Science

Past paper exercises to help develop
exam techniques and build knowledge

INTENSIVE COURSE
Course period: Oct, Dec 2022
Feb, Mar – Apr 2023

During term-breaks, NTK offers intensive
courses that place emphasis on past paper
drilling, providing students with ample
exam question practice. Students will
apply subject knowledge and test-taking
techniques to achieve maximum results in
their exam.

DRILLING COURSE
Course period: Mar – Apr 2023 (2nd year)
May – Jun 2023 (1st year)

IGCSE and IAL / GCE AL drilling courses are
available before the exam season. Students
will take exclusive mock papers that highly
resemble the actual exams and have a high
matching rate to questions in past papers.

Scan here for UK
course schedules

Chinese 1st / 2nd Language

Economics
English 1st Language / Literature
Geography
History
Mathematics
Physics
Psychology

IAL / GCE AL Subjects Offered
Biology
Chemistry
Chinese
Economics
Mathematics
Physics
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Admission Test and Entrance
Exam Preparation
Our Admission Test and Entrance Exam Preparation courses are designed by Ivy
League and G5 universities alumni, who will conduct engaging in-class activities
and provide strategic coaching on how to perform well in admission tests and
entrance exams. Our subject specialists are equipped with test prep experience and
have guided countless students to achieve excellent exam scores. In addition, we
are also an official ACT test centre so students can simply come to NTK to sit for it.

ENTRANCE TEST
PREPARATION
We offer courses for students who
are preparing to apply to Hong Kong
international schools, or boarding
schools in the UK which require an
entrance exam like CEE 11+ and 13+.

Subjects offered
English
Mathematics
Science

SSAT / ISEE
We also offer courses to set students
up for success on the SSAT and ISEE
by practising strategies to enhance
vocabulary, reading comprehension and
essay writing. These skills will prove
essential in applying to US boarding

schools and selective Hong Kong
international schools.
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AP ®

REGULAR COURSES
Intro to US Test Prep / PSAT®
T h i s c o u r s e i s i n t e n d e d fo r s t u d e n t s
completely new to the US university entrance
exams. Students will learn about the test

formats, section and time breakdown, and
question types . Students will learn testtaking strategies to maximise their scores.

SAT® / ACT®
Our regular SAT® / ACT® test prep courses are
designed for students who require effective
test preparation. Courses combine practice
tests taken in simulated exam conditions

For those taking AP® exams,
NTK present College Board Scan here for US
course schedules
authorised AP ® courses,
which target and train up test-taking skills
unique to the exam. With individualised
feedback and ample practice, students will
effectively apply themselves in the actual
exam.

AP® Subjects Offered
Biology

and review with customised reports and
test-taking strategies.

Calculus AB / BC

LAST-MINUTE CAMP

Chinese Language and Culture

Last-Minute Camps are offered before each
SAT® / ACT® test date for students to have a
final revision before taking the actual test. In
our Section-Focused courses, students can
hone their test-taking techniques for different
sections of the test. After students have
developed the techniques, they can join our
drilling courses to practise their timing and

Microeconomics / Macroeconomics

Chemistry

Physics 2
Statistics

test-taking strategies in simulated exam
conditions.

Intro to US
Test Prep

Regular SAT®
/ ACT®

SAT® / ACT®
Section Focused

Drilling

SAT® / ACT®
Test
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Junior Academy - Language
With students from elite schools like CIS, CDNIS, and GSIS, NTK’s language
courses are designed by experts in our Chinese and English Faculty, many of whom
hold Master’s Degree and Ph.D. These specialists have over ten years of teaching
experience and working with students of all ages, capabilities, and learning styles.
They will guide students to wield language masterfully, which is the key to all
learning.

ENGLISH
Language Arts
(Grade 3 – 4)
Designed to engage students in dynamic
hands-on experiences, the course will
engage students in both individual and group
activities, namely appreciating literature

extracts , guided academic and creative
writing practice and presentation, with the
aim to enhance students’ holistic language
skills like reasoning, individual expression in
academic and creative contexts.

Critical Thinking and
Vocabulary
(Grade 5 - 6 / 7 - 8 / 9 - 10)
Students are exposed to critical global
issues and contemporary developments
through graded texts, guided discussions,
and intensive speaking activities . Key
vocabulary and terminology are introduced
in context, strategically recycled and studied
from a range of perspectives, thus building
and refining their critical thinking and
analytical skills which apply to IBMYP,
IGCSE, and US curricula.
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Writing for Academic
Achievement
(Grade 5 - 6 / 7 - 8 / 9 - 10)
Teachers will introduce then dive deep into
different categories of academic writing,
conventions and application of techniques,
with the goal to train students to produce
clear and structured texts . Looking to
achieve better performance in the IBMYP
and IGCSE language curricula, students of this
course will be able to confidently write both
creative and transactional writing at school
and in public exams.

Literary Analysis &
Commentary

CHINESE
Language Arts
(Grade 3 - 4)

Scan here for

Junior Academy
This course places
course schedules
emphasis on enhancing
students’ comprehension and language
foundation through a variety of intriguing
topics. Students will expand their
vocabulary, idioms and proverbs, acquire
the skills necessary to complete varied
assignments, succeed in reading and
writing, as well as spot their common
mistakes in written responses.

(Grade 5 - 6 / 7 - 8 / 9 - 10)

Writing for Academic
Achievement

Through exploring and appreciating the

(Grade 5 - 6)

depths and versatility of the English
Language in literary and non-literary texts,
students will learn key vocabulary, develop
critical reading techniques, language and
literary analysis skills applicable to IGCSE

This course enables students to acquire
a variety of advanced vocabulary and
techniques to analyse challenging texts.
Writing and commentary skills will be built
upon individual thinking, thus facilitating
students to compose unique, robust and
convincing pieces of writing.

Literature, and IBDP Language & Literature
and Literature curricula.

Literary Analysis &
Commentary
(Grade 7 - 8, 9 - 10)

Students will build a strong foundation for
their IGCSE Chinese A and IBDP Chinese
A exam through focused training in literary
appreciation and analysis, application of
literary devices, idioms, etc. Students
will be guided through writing practice
covering text types commonly seen in
exams.
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Junior Academy Mathematics and Science
Possessing experience coaching students from prestigious schools like ESF,
Harrow, and HKIS, our teachers design their pedagogical approach with Criteria
A-D in mind, and guide students through every step to fulfil their Investigation
component. As many prestigious institutions like Medical Schools require high
scores in Mathematics and Science from their applicants, it is important students
assimilate the foundations of Mathematics and Science in preparation for
challenging concepts in the coming years.
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JUNIOR MATHEMATICS

SCIENCE

(Grade 3 / 4 / 5 / 6)

(Grade 7 / 8 / 9)

In these preparatory years, teachers will
help students build a solid groundwork
of mathematical concepts and familiarity
with different model situations. Each
year as students move up in the Maths
Scholars programme, they will explore
a diverse range of mathematical topics
through interactive lessons and activities.
Upon completing the programme
students will develop necessary creative
and analytical thinking skills.

This programme
Scan here for
is adapted to the
Junior Academy
curricula of IBMYP and
course schedules
KS3, aiming to arouse
students’ interest in the sciences, and
further instil in them the necessary
skills to succeed in advanced science.
Writing lab reports, performing accurate
calculations, evaluation, and reflection
on the impact of science are some
areas of knowledge our science
experts will carefully walk students
through. Well-aware of IBMYP Criteria
A-D, teachers will ensure students
learn theoretical and practical aspects
of science in equal measure through
discussion and interactive workshops.
With this programme students will be
well-prepared for higher-level studies
in Biology, Chemistry and Physics.

SENIOR MATHEMATICS
(Grade 7 / 8 / 9 / 10)

Building upon fundamental concepts,
teachers aim to work on students’
capability to engage more challenging
mathematical processes, and to
further sharpen students’ independent
t h i n k i n g , a l l of w h i c h p rove t o b e
incredibly beneficial to the Investigation
Component. Completion of this
programme will help students consolidate
mathematical skills essential in various
future academic paths, such as studies in
Mathematics and Science in the IGCSE
and IB curricula.
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德勤教育集團

28+ Years of Experience

World-class Teaching Team

Proven Student Success

Courses are developed by a team of
subject specialists and experienced
curriculum developers to cater to
every student’s needs.

The largest full-time teaching faculty
among learning centers in Hong Kong

Our students have gained acceptance
to top universities in HK, US and UK.

90+ highly qualified teachers who come
from Ivy League, G5 and other elite
universities worldwide.

NTK student achievement since 2015
· 85 IB full scorers
· 2600+ 7s in IB
· 4000+ 9/A*s in IGCSE
· 700+ A*s in GCE AL / IAL

HK Campus 2577 7844 (Tel) / 5287 5386 (WhatsApp)
5/F – 7/F (Front oﬃce), Lee Garden Five, 18 Hysan Avenue, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong

KLN Campus 2718 3000 (Tel) / 9247 2894 (WhatsApp)
2/F, The Avery, 16 Hau Wong Road, Kowloon City, Hong Kong

REGULAR OPENING HOURS
Weekdays
Saturday
Sunday

10:30 – 20:00
09:00 – 19:00
Closed

Learning Center  Educational Consulting  Publishing
Hong Kongʼs leading educational service provider for students following IB, US or UK curricula
www.ntk.edu.hkFacebook: NTKAcademicGroupApp: NTK Portal
NTK is a registered school under the Education Bureau in Hong Kong. School registration no.: 532452 (Main campus); 601110 (Kowloon campus).
If you would like to opt out from receiving circular mail, please place a “No Circular Mail” sticker on the letter box. The stickers are freely available at all
post offices, Home Affairs Enquiry Centres of District Offices as well as estate management offices of public housing estates and selected private
residential developments. However, circular mail posted by the Government and related organisations, Legislative Councillors, District Councillors, election
candidates and charitable bodies eligible for tax relief under Section 88 of the Inland Revenue Ordinance are exempted from this opt-out scheme.

